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Abstract
This paper describes metaTED – a freely available corpus of metadiscursive acts in spoken language collected via crowdsourcing.
Metadiscursive acts were annotated on a set of 180 randomly chosen TED talks in English, spanning over different speakers and topics.
The taxonomy used for annotation is composed of 16 categories, adapted from Ädel (2010). This adaptation takes into account both
the material to annotate and the setting in which the annotation task is performed. The crowdsourcing setup is described, including
considerations regarding training and quality control. The collected data is evaluated in terms of quantity of occurrences, inter-annotator
agreement, and annotation related measures (such as average time on task and self-reported confidence). Results show different levels
of agreement among metadiscourse acts (α ∈ [0.15; 0.49]). To further assess the collected material, a subset of the annotations was
submitted to expert appreciation, who validated which of the marked occurrences truly correspond to instances of the metadiscursive act
at hand. Similarly to what happened with the crowd, experts revealed different levels of agreement between categories (α ∈ [0.18; 0.72]).
The paper concludes with a discussion on the applicability of metaTED with respect to each of the 16 categories of metadiscourse.
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1. Introduction
Commonly referred to as discourse about discourse,
metadiscourse is composed of rhetorical acts and patterns
used to make the discourse structure explicit, acting as a
way to guide the audience. Crismore et al. (1993) de-
fine metadiscourse as “linguistic material in texts, writ-
ten or spoken, which does not add anything to the propo-
sitional content but that is intended to help the listener
or reader organize, interpret and evaluate the information
given”. Some examples of metadiscursive acts include in-
troductions (I’m going to talk about. . .; In this paper we
present. . .), conclusions (In sum,. . .), or emphasis (The
take-home message. . .).
This study focuses on the function of metadiscourse in spo-
ken communication. As previously mentioned, metadis-
course reflects the explicit intention of the speaker and,
therefore, its analysis uncovers a map of explicitly stated
discourse functions. This idea contrasts with implicit infor-
mation conveyed, for instance, by means of prosody.
For example, the speaker is able to enumerate simply by
means of prosody, such as in the sentence “they use several
data modalities (localization, physiological, . . . )”, where
the speaker will resort to pauses and intonation patterns
commonly associated with the function of enumerating. On
the other hand, if the items in an enumeration are com-
plex and/or more important to the content, the speaker may
explicitly signal them such as in “They use several data
modalities. The first, localization is . . . The second is
physiological . . . ”.
Another example of the implicit vs explicit use of discourse
functions is the way a speaker chooses to emphasize a point,
which, on the one hand, can be done by simply increasing
the intensity of speech (thus not using metadiscourse), or,
on the other hand, can include explicit mentions to the im-
portance of the idea, such as “This is very important for you
to understand”.

The current paper describes the task of building a corpus of
metadiscursive acts. It addresses the problem of annotating
a sparse, multi-category phenomenon in a crowdsourcing
framework. The collection and analysis of these explicit
cues given by the speaker while presenting has a direct ap-
plication for language learning purposes, more precisely in
what concerns presentational skills, where metadiscourse
can be used as a key concept during instruction. For the
Natural Language Processing community, it contributes to
the goal of natural language understanding, and, conse-
quently, can be used to improve tasks such as simplification
or translation.
This work is organized as follows:

• Section 2. presents background on the phenomenon
of metadiscourse, with particular focus to previous ef-
forts of annotation of metadiscourse-related concepts;

• Section 3., named after the resource, starts by provid-
ing support for the choice of metadiscursive theory
and data sources. It contains considerations regard-
ing the setup of the annotation task (interface, train-
ing, and quality control). It also presents the results
of the annotation in both a quantitative and qualitative
evaluation;

• Section 4. describes an expert validation task, where
experts assessed a subset of the annotations provided
by the crowd and decided if they corresponded, in fact,
to the metadiscursive act at hand;

• Section 5. discusses the quality of the data obtained,
relating both the crowd and the experts’ answers, and
infers on the applicability and usefulness of the data
for each category considered;

• Section 6. concludes and presents future work direc-
tions.
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2. Background
The first systematic approaches to metadiscourse were pro-
posed by Williams (1981) and Meyer et al. (1980) and
were further adapted and refined by Crismore (1983) and
follow-up work (Crismore, 1984), in a taxonomy that is
still broadly used today (Camiciottoli, 2003; van Aertse-
laer, 2008).
Crismore’s taxonomy is divided in two main categories:
Informational and Attitudinal metadiscourse.
The former deals with discourse organization, being di-
vided in PRE-PLANS (preliminary statements about con-
tent and structure), POST-PLANS (global review state-
ments), GOALS (both preliminary and review global
goal statements), and TOPICALIZERS (local topic shifts).
Attitudinal metadiscourse, as the name states, is used
to show the speaker’s attitude towards the discourse, and
encompasses SALIENCY (importance), EMPHATICS (cer-
tainty degree), HEDGES (uncertainty degree), and EVALU-
ATIVE (speaker attitude towards a fact).
This theory, while setting the first standard on the sub-
ject, does not cover the full spectrum of metadiscursive
acts, particularly in relation to what concerns their func-
tion in spoken language (such as speaker-audience interac-
tion). This motivated the examination of theoretical under-
pinnings dealing with spoken language.
Luukka (1992) developed a taxonomy for use with both
written and spoken academic discourse, composed of three
main categories: Textual (strategies related to the struc-
turing of discourse), Interpersonal (related to the in-
teraction with the different stakeholders involved in the
communication process) and Contextual (covering ref-
erences to audiovisual materials).
Mauranen (2001) focused only on spoken discourse.
The resulting taxonomy is also composed of three cat-
egories with no further division: Monologic (similar
to Textual in Lukka’s taxonomy), Dialogic (sim-
ilar to Interpersonal in Lukka’s taxonomy) and
Interactive (related to question answering and other
interactions of the audience with the speaker).
Auria (2006) focused on the use of spoken metadiscourse
in academic settings, referring to it as a powerful linguis-
tic resource in academic speech. The main concept behind
this taxonomy is lecturer intention. It is divided in three
categories: the I-PATTERN represents the speakers’ overt
presence when expressing their communicative intentions,
while the WE-PATTERN and the POLITE DIRECTIVES are
alternatives that seek to establish solidarity relationships
between the speaker and the audience.
Even though the taxonomies proposed by Luukka (1992),
Mauranen (2001), and Auria (2006) organize metadis-
course in similar ways (i.e. with respect to the number
of stakeholders involved), their approaches focus solely on
form, rather than function.
More recently, however, Ädel (2010) proposed a
function-oriented take on metadiscourse, merging previous
approaches under a framework that encompasses both
spoken and written discourse. The resulting taxonomy
was built using two academic-related corpora: MICUSP
(Römer and Swales, 2009) – comprised of academic
papers – and MICASE (Simpson et al., 2002) – a cor-

pus of university lectures. The focus on function is
emphasized by the author’s concern for presentational
skill education, stressing that a pedagogically packaged
approach to metadiscourse can be beneficial, espe-
cially for non-native speakers of English. Ädel (2010)
organizes a total of 23 concepts under four main cate-
gories Metalinguistic Comments, Discourse
Organization, Speech Act Labels, and
References to the Audience.
While the aforementioned studies discuss metadiscursive
theory (its form and its function in language), they do not
contribute to the goal of corpora building. Even in the cases
where some kind of annotation was performed, they are not
freely available and/or are comprised of a limited number
of examples used only to support the category organization
decisions.
Therefore, it is also important to look at approaches that
represent extensive annotation efforts. From this stand-
point, two distinct data-driven projects are broadly used and
discussed.
One is the Penn Discourse TreeBank (PDTB) (Webber
and Joshi, 1998), built directly on top of Penn TreeBank
(Marcus et al., 1993), composed of extracts from the Wall
Street Journal. PDTB enriched the Penn TreeBank with
discourse connectives annotation (conjunctions and adver-
bials), and organized them according to meaning (Milt-
sakaki et al., 2008), considering categories such as giving
examples (INSTANTIATION), making reformulations and
clarifications (RESTATEMENT), comparing (CONTRAST),
or showing cause (REASON).
The second project is the RST Discourse Treebank
(RSTDT) (Marcu, 2000), a semantics-free theoretical
framework of discourse relations, intended to be “general
enough to be applicable to naturally occurring texts and
concise enough to facilitate an algorithmic approach to dis-
course analysis”. Similarly to PDTB, the RSTDT is a
discourse-annotated corpus intended to be used by the NLP
community, based on Wall Street Journal articles extracted
from the Penn Treebank. The difference between PDTB
and the RSTDT is the discourse framework: in the lat-
ter case this is the Rhetorical Structure Theory (Mann and
Thompson, 1988), which includes categories such as EX-
AMPLE, DEFINITION, or SUMMARY.
Additionally, in the sequence of this work, Soricut and
Marcu (2003) developed SPADE1. SPADE stands for
Sentence-level PArsing for DiscoursE and, as the name
states, processes one sentence at a time and outputs one
discourse parse tree per sentence.
Even though PDTB and RSTDT make available two exten-
sive corpora of different discourse functions, they have two
drawbacks. Firstly, they do not address the metalinguistic
aspects of language, i.e., do not make distinction between
explicit and implicit use of the several discourse functions
they analyze, as discussed in Section 1.; and, secondly, they
are both built upon Wall Street Journal articles, meaning
that they do not encompass any strategies or examples that
may be characteristic of spoken presentational discourse.

1http://www.isi.edu/licensed-sw/spade/
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3. metaTED
The corpus presented in this work – metaTED – was built
having in mind the aforementioned limitations of existing
research:

• it targets the metalinguistic aspects of language, be-
ing a representation of the explicit cues that reveal
speaker intention;

• it aims at illustrating the phenomenon of metadis-
course as used in spoken language;

• it adopts a purely functional approach, with metadis-
cursive concepts being associated with their role in
discourse.

The source material chosen for annotation, as the name of
the resource indicates, was the set of TED talks2. These
presentations were chosen for being self-contained, widely
known for their speakers’ quality, and for targeting a gen-
eral audience. These aspects contrast with classroom
recordings, for example, which are typically longer, and
targeted at a very specific audience, requiring a significant
amount of previous knowledge.
With respect to the theory that serves as basis for the an-
notation, the proposal form Ädel (2010) was chosen, which
follows from the analysis in Section 2. The final set of con-
cepts that compose metaTED resulted from an analysis of
which acts from Ädel (2010) could be found in the TED
talks. Some of the categories of the original taxonomy were
discarded given their low representation or non-existence
(such as strategies related to managing the communication
channel). Other categories, that did not have enough repre-
sentation by themselves, were collapsed when it was possi-
ble to define them under a broader concept. Finally, there
was also the case of one category subdivision (when con-
cepts were better explained individually).
As a result, a final set of 16 discourse functions described
in metaTED was achieved, and it is composed as follows:

• ADD – collapsed from Adding to Topic and Marking Asides

• ANT – Anticipating Response

• ARG – Arguing

• CLAR – Clarifying

• COM – Commenting on Linguistic Form/Meaning

• CONC – Concluding

• DEF – Definitions (originally, Manage Terminology)

• DELIM – Delimiting Topic

• EMPH – Emphasizing (originally Managing Message)

• ENUM – Enumerating

• EXPL – collapsed from Exemplifying and Imagining Sce-
narios

• INTRO – Introducing Topic

• POST – Postponing Topic (originally, Previewing)

• RCAP – Recapitulating (subdivision of Reviewing)

• REF – Refer to Previous Idea (subdivision of Reviewing)

• R&R – collapsed from Repairing and Reformulating

2https://www.ted.com/talks

3.1. Annotation Setup
The annotation of metaTED was done through crowdsourc-
ing, on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT)3. 16 different
tasks were uploaded, one per category, so as to lessen the
workers’ cognitive load at any given point. A set of 180
talks was submitted for annotation, totaling 23,348 sen-
tences and 418,368 tokens.

Figure 1: Interface and example annotation (in blue) for the
category EMPH.

Figure 1 shows the interface for one of the tasks, in this
case for the category EMPH, where workers clicked on the
words that represented the function at hand. In line with
common practices of crowdsourcing (micro-tasks), each of
the 180 transcripts was divided into segments of 500 words,
generating a total of 742 tasks per category. The choice of
providing a larger segment, instead of only one sentence,
as an example, has to do with the fact that metadiscourse
is not a local phenomenon, requiring the surrounding con-
text to be detected. The button “See more context” in Fig-
ure 1 allowed the workers to see the surrounding text of the
segment in the talk (before and after), in case they needed
additional context to support their decision.
For quality control purposes (a) only native English speak-
ers with rate of previously accepted work ≥95% were con-
sidered, (b) training sessions with category explanation, ex-
amples, counter-examples, and targeted feedback were set
up for each category, (c) answers were compared to golden
standards, (d) and workers were asked for a self-confidence
report on a 5-point Likert scale for each segment.
Additionally, for reliability and to be able to report agree-
ment, three workers annotated each pair category-segment.
A more detailed version of the instructions and interface
can be found in Correia et al. (2014b).

3https://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome
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Workers in Agreement Expansion Self-reported Avg. Observ.
α2+3 αCategory 1 2 3 2+3 (%) confidence Time agr (%)

ADD 923 102 33 135 3.51 3.88 (1.10) 01:55 97.14 0.65 0.16
ANT 1,426 356 100 456 3.80 3.61 (1.02) 01:56 95.07 0.65 0.24
ARG 1,538 322 223 545 4.56 3.51 (1.18) 02:02 94.77 0.72 0.31
CLAR 1,975 283 58 341 3.46 3.82 (0.90) 02:27 93.57 0.62 0.15
COM 738 271 85 356 1.39 3.10 (0.76) 02:08 97.19 0.66 0.34
CONC 153 52 34 86 18.67 4.36 (0.78) 01:12 99.42 0.75 0.43
DEF 836 189 68 257 5.62 4.04 (0.85) 02:27 97.13 0.67 0.28
DELIM 132 28 12 40 1.85 4.21 (0.79) 01:53 99.58 0.70 0.30
EMPH 2,023 336 80 446 4.16 3.31 (0.98) 02:17 93.41 0.52 0.18
ENUM 1,067 368 346 714 2.50 3.74 (0.70) 02:01 95.95 0.79 0.49
EXPL 771 195 140 335 2.50 3.62 (0.72) 01:58 97.31 0.77 0.39
INTRO 732 239 131 370 5.08 3.40 (1.17) 01:33 97.31 0.73 0.39
POST 184 23 24 47 4.20 4.17 (0.69) 01:55 99.45 0.80 0.32
RCAP 202 32 4 36 11.78 3.33 (0.76) 02:15 99.35 0.58 0.16
REF 411 83 42 125 3.16 3.93 (0.54) 01:50 98.63 0.72 0.29
R&R 1,493 233 46 279 3.35 3.57 (0.96) 02:23 95.03 0.61 0.16

Table 1: Annotation results in terms of collected data quantity and quality.

3.2. Annotation Results

Table 1 shows the results of the crowdsourcing task in
terms of number of instances, annotation statistics, and
inter-annotator agreement rates.
The first four columns represent the number of sentences
where metadiscourse was identified. This information is or-
ganized by how many workers agreed on each instance. For
example, for the category ADD, there were only 33 occur-
rences that were selected by all three workers, 102 occur-
rences selected by two of the workers, and 923 occurrences
marked by only one worker. The column 2+3 represents
the majority vote, i.e., the number of sentences that were
signaled by 2 or more workers.
Regarding the percentage of times workers asked for ad-
ditional context (column Expansion (%)), the categories
CONC and RCAP show significant differences from all other
categories. Workers asked for more context approx. 19%
and 12% of the time, respectively. On the other hand, the
categories that seem to be more local, not needing so much
more supplementary context to be identified (besides the
500 words given), are COM and DELIM, where additional
context was asked for less than 2% of the time.
The next column shows the average self-reported confi-
dence on a 5-point Likert scale and corresponding standard
deviation (reported on a subset of 100 segments). All cate-
gories scored above the middle of the scale (3), with work-
ers showing less confidence for COM, which corresponds
to the speaker commenting on their choice of words or on
the definition of terms. Contrarily, workers show the high-
est confidence for CONC, DELIM and POST, interestingly
three categories that signal the change of topic in a talk.
Regarding time on task, no significant variations were ob-
served, most categories requiring about 2 minutes per seg-
ment. The only exception seems to be CONC, taking only
about one minute per segment. It is interesting to notice that
this was the category where workers most expanded context
and achieved the second best inter-annotator agreement.

The last three columns on Table 1 report different measures
of agreement: observable agreement (percentage of items
agreed upon), Krippendorf’s α ignoring the occurrences
marked by one worker only, and α considering all data.
Krippendorff’s alpha was used since it adjusts itself better
to small sample sizes than Cohen’s Kappa (Krippendorff,
2007). As with Cohen’s κ, perfect agreement corresponds
to α = 1, while α = 0 corresponds to the agreement that
can be expected by chance.
Herein, two workers are in agreement when the intersection
of the words they select is not empty. For example, two
workers agree when one selects “Today, I would like to say
that” and the other misses some of the words, selecting “I
would like to say”.
The last column shows that non-experts have the most trou-
ble while identifying instances of CLAR, ADD, RCAP, R&R,
and EMPH, all with α < 0.20. The categories CONC and
ENUM, on the other hand, show the highest level of agree-
ment.
Metadiscourse is a sparse phenomenon, even more so when
dealt with one category at a time. It follows that the proba-
bility of two workers selecting the same passage by chance
is very low. This quantity is taken into account when cal-
culating agreement, and consequently, the case where one
worker selects a word and others do not is severely penal-
ized. Previous annotation attempts on similar phenomena,
such as Wilson (2012) work on metalanguage, show agree-
ment values in the order of [0.09; 0.39] for sparser acts,
even when annotated by experts and considering only four
categories.
The impact of the occurrences marked by one worker only
(out of three) can be observed by comparing the two last
columns on Table 1. When filtering out the answers se-
lected exactly by one worker only, which corresponds to
assume majority vote, annotator agreement goes up dras-
tically (α ∈ [0.58; 0.80]), with only one category ranking
bellow the 0.6 threshold, commonly referred to as substan-
tial agreement.
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Given this difference in agreement between the last two
columns on Table 1, it is important to understand which
were the main sources of disagreement. Below are grouped
five situations that contributed to this disparity:

Variance in interpretation
In categories such as Emphasizing and Arguing it was
possible to observe that workers approached the annota-
tion from different standpoints. For instance, regarding
EMPH, some workers signaled occurrences where the em-
phasis was put in a very subtle form (such as “An impor-
tant result. . . ”), while others marked only cues that were
much more explicit (such as “What I really want you to
take home” or “The real important issue here is. . . ”).

Span of occurrences
Another source of disagreement was the fact that some
instances are spread out along different sentences, such
as in the case of the categories Clarifying or
Enumerating. This type of problem was more severe
for CLAR since one commonly used structure is of the form
“I’m not saying that. . . What I really mean is. . . ”. While
these two statements are part of the same instance of a clar-
ification, they can be spread out in the discourse (includ-
ing being separated in two different 500-word segments).
Looking at the data, it is possible to see that some workers
selected only the first or second parts of the occurrence. Not
knowing a priori if these cases are actually part of the same
occurrence or consist of two separate instances, it is impos-
sible for the inter-annotator agreement metric here used to
capture this phenomenon.

Cognitive load
When designing the annotation task, as pointed out in the
beginning of this section, it was decided to merge some of
the categories with lower representation together under a
common concept (when such a concept existed), such as
the case of the categories ADD, EXMPL, and R&R. This how-
ever may have added to the cognitive load of workers and
hindered the annotation.

Category confusability
When looking at the intersection of annotations be-
tween categories, three pairs of categories stood out.
Workers had a hard time distinguishing between (a)
Clarifying and Repairing & Reformulating;
(b) Defining and Commenting on Linguistic
Form/Meaning, and (c) Recapitulating and
Referring to Previous Idea. The definition and
differences between these categories can, in fact, be subtle,
which may justify the low-level agreement.

Lack of attention
While workers’ answers were compared to a golden stan-
dard set (every four tasks), and workers who constantly
missed them were removed, there were still some clear oc-
currences of metadiscourse that have not been signaled. For
example, the pattern “by the way”, a mark of making an
aside that was included in the examples during training, has
not always been spotted by all workers.

α
1 2 3Cat. α # TP # TP # TP

ADD 0.40 256 0.14 34 0.35 10 1.00
ANT 0.48 236 0.36 45 0.76 19 0.95
ARG 0.62 213 0.18 55 0.64 31 0.87
CLAR 0.28 258 0.09 35 0.37 7 0.71
COM 0.46 218 0.21 65 0.48 17 0.71
CONC 0.72 153 0.32 52 0.75 34 0.88
DEF 0.64 216 0.14 61 0.36 23 0.35
DELIM 0.46 132 0.51 28 0.71 12 0.92
EMPH 0.61 243 0.20 44 0.59 13 0.69
ENUM 0.63 189 0.09 59 0.41 55 0.84
EXPL 0.49 190 0.34 56 0.88 54 1.00
INTRO 0.57 202 0.32 69 0.72 29 0.97
POST 0.67 174 0.13 23 0.39 24 0.88
RCAP 0.18 202 0.09 32 0.28 4 0.25
REF 0.59 217 0.27 56 0.84 27 0.89
R&R 0.59 249 0.12 46 0.39 5 0.80

Table 2: Results of expert revision in terms of agreement
(α), occurrence number (#) and true positive rate (TP).

4. Expert Validation
The variation between instances marked by one, two or all
three workers (see Table 1) served as motivation to validate
the data with experts, and thus gain further insight on the
annotations: How many of the cases selected by only one
worker are really false positives? What is the rate of true
positives for the occurrences selected by all three workers?
Four experts were asked to assess the crowd’s annota-
tions: they were given a highlighted occurrence previously
marked by the crowd, and decided whether it corresponded
to the category at hand or not. Experts validated a sample
of 300 occurrences of each category (with the exceptions
of CONC, DELIM, POST and RCAP, where the total num-
ber of occurrences does not meet the 300 threshold). For
occurrences marked by more than one worker (columns 2
and 3 in Table 1), experts were presented with the union
of the workers’ answers. They were also asked to focus on
the existence or non-existence of the function at hand, be-
ing permissive about the boundaries of the selection. Two
experts revised each occurrence. In case of disagreement, a
third opinion was requested.
Table 2 shows, for each category, the total inter-annotator
agreement achieved by the experts, the number of instances
evaluated and corresponding true positive rate. It is impor-
tant to highlight that agreement here is not directly compa-
rable with the values in Table 1, given the difference in the
tasks (identification vs. correction).
For most categories, experts achieved an inter-annotator
agreement above 0.40. The exceptions were Clarifying
and Recapitulating with significantly lower agree-
ments (0.28 and 0.18 respectively). These results mimic
what happened previously, with these categories being
those where the crowd performed the worst. Also in line
with the workers’ performance, experts agreed the most
for the category Concluding Topic, with an inter-
annotator agreement of 0.72.
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The remaining columns on Table 2 show how experts eval-
uated the crowd’s decisions. As previously, results are sep-
arated in terms of number of workers involved in the selec-
tion of a particular occurrence. Ideally, if following a ma-
jority vote rule, the True Positive (TP) rate under the col-
umn 1 should be 0 (experts reject all occurrences marked
by one worker only), while the TP rate under the columns 2
and 3 should be 1 (experts validate occurrences marked by
at least two workers).
As expected, for most categories, there is a growing trend of
TP rate with respect to the number of workers in agreement,
i.e., the more workers that agreed on a given occurrence, the
more likely it is for experts to accept it. Exceptions are DEF
and RCAP, with experts even rejecting the majority of the
instances selected by all 3 workers. For all other categories,
experts accept more than 70% of the occurrences selected
by all three workers, reaching perfect agreement (TP = 1)
for the categories ADD and EXPL.
For the cases that were selected by exactly two workers
(column 2), experts validate more than half the occurrences
for 9 of the categories, with EXPL and REF reaching TP
rates of above 80%. Below the 50% threshold are the cat-
egories ADD, CLAR, COM, DEF, POST, RCAP and R&R,
with experts showing to be more strict on what to consider
metadiscourse.
Finally, occurrences that were selected by only one worker
are consistently rejected. For DELIM however, experts ac-
cepted more than half (51%) of the instances.

5. Discussion
The metaTED corpus fills a gap in current research, pro-
viding a reference for the explicit cues used by speakers to
organize their discourse in spoken language. It is composed
of a set of 16 categories that were labeled in a crowdsourc-
ing framework, and therefore, is a representation of non-
expert awareness on metadiscursive strategies.
The annotation effort that took place during this work
shows that not all acts in the same taxonomy can be un-
derstood in the same manner by annotators. Metadiscourse
proved to be a hard concept to annotate given the character-
istics and similarities of some of the categories adopted.
Table 3 provides a high-level judgment of the quality of
the corpus assembled, in terms of quantity of data and
agreement. Agreement is represented in the scale sug-
gested in Landis and Koch (1977) (< 0 no agreement –
[0; 0.20] slight – [0.21; 0.40] fair – [0.41; 0.60] moderate
– [0.61; 0.80] substantial – [0.81; 1] almost perfect).
The first column in Table 3 shows the categories for which
there are at least 200 occurrences where there was consen-
sus between non-experts. Ten metadiscursive acts fulfill
this criterion, which serves as an indicator, for example,
of the possibility of using the data in NLP-related tasks.
The last two columns in Table 3 provide a representation
of the reliability of the data in metaTED by category. The
categories ADD, CLAR, and RCAP have serious problems
of consensus, for both the crowd and for the experts. On
the other end of the spectrum are the categories CONC
and ENUM, where agreement was the highest for both non-
experts and experts.

> 200 worker expertCategory occurr. α α
ADD slight fair
ANT 3 fair moderate
ARG 3 fair substantial
CLAR 3 slight fair
COM 3 fair moderate
CONC moderate substantial
DEF 3 fair subtantial
DELIM fair moderate
EMPH 3 slight substantial
ENUM 3 moderate substantial
EXPL 3 fair moderate
INTRO 3 fair moderate
POST fair substantial
RCAP slight slight
REF fair moderate
R&R 3 slight moderate

Table 3: metaTED high-level judgement by category, re-
garding quantity of annotation and annotator agreement.

6. Conclusions
This paper described the building of the metaTED corpus,
a collection of functionally oriented metadiscourse acts an-
notated in a crowdsourcing setting for spoken language
data. This corpus represents non-experts’ awareness of
what metadiscourse is and what function it has in language.
Adopting a theory of metadiscourse (Ädel, 2010) and a
set of TED talks’ transcripts, a resulting set of 16 cate-
gories were submitted for annotation on Amazon Mechan-
ical Turk. Several quality control mechanisms were set
in place to filter out unwanted work. The crowd showed
different levels of understanding regarding the different
categories that were presented for annotation, with inter-
annotator agreement varying between [0.15; 0.49].
When validating the crowd’s work, experts behaved sim-
ilarly, regarding the categories with the best/worst perfor-
mance, also showing different levels of agreement (α ∈
[0.18; 0.72]). They also confirmed that the amount of work-
ers agreeing on a given instance is a good indicator of cor-
rectness.
Given the aforementioned idiosyncrasies of the corpus, and
in order to allow other researchers to make better use of
this data, this resource is made available through the LRE
Map4 with all the metadata associated with the annotation
(annotator ID, time-on-task, expansion information, self-
reported confidence).
Additional work with this corpus can be found in Correia
et al. (2014a), a small experiment on automatic classifica-
tion of metadiscourse with an earlier version of the corpus;
and in Correia et al. (2015), where it was exploited for un-
derstanding the use of metadiscourse in different levels of
English proficiency.
Future work includes using metaTED to build classifiers of
metadiscourse that will identify and assign a function to the
explicit cues given by speakers in a presentation transcript.

4http://www.resourcebook.eu
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